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ABSTRACT. A general open mapping theorem is proved when the do

main is an Efremovic proximity space. This is then used to prove several re

sults on relations which are generalizations of results due to Kelley, Pettis and 

Weston. Applications to functional analysis are given. 

1. Introduction. In a recent topology conference at Charlotte, Professor 
B. J. Pettis posed several problems concerning open and uniformly open rela
tions. This paper is a brief announcement of the results of our investigation 
to answer some of these questions; details with proofs will appear elsewhere. 
Most of the terms used are well known and will be found in Kelley [3]. If 
(X, 6) is a proximity space, Y a topological space and R C X x Y is a re
lation, then R is weakly open iff for each y G Y, A C X, y G R [A] " im
plies # ~ 1 | > ] SA (Poljakov [7]). If R is injective and open then R is 
weakly open. Also if (X, d) is a metric space (with the induced metric prox
imity), Y is a Morita uniform space and R is uniformly open, then R is 
weakly open. 

2. Main results. 

2.1 THEOREM. If (X, 3) is an Efremovic proximity space, Y a topologi

cal space, R C X x Y a weakly open and nearly open relation, then R is open. 

2.2 THEOREM. If (X, d) is a metric space, (Y, SI) a Morita uniform 

space, R C X x Y is weakly open and uniformly nearly open if and only if 

R is uniformly open. 

2.3 THEOREM. If (X, 6) is an Efremoviö proximity space, Y a topo

logical space, R C X x Y an infective relation, then R is open if and only 

if R is weakly open and nearly open. 
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